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Thirty-two members of KEFFES Rural 
Development Foundation (KRDF) have 
been on-boarded at training on February 14 
and 15, 2017 at Great Wood Hotel, Owerri, 
Imo State for new leaders of the RDC. On 
March 9 and 10, 2017, 53 members of the 
Ilaje Ugbo Coastal Communities 
Association, Ondo State were also  on-
boarded on the OMOU process at 
Wellington Hotel, Effurun Warri, Delta State. 
Both trainings were facilitated by 
representatives of CNL, PPCD, New Nigeria 
Foundation (NNF) MSDF, and LITE Africa. 
  
The trainings were to: Promote 
understanding of the contents of the 
GMOU/OMOU process, build capacities of 
participants for effective and efficient 
implementation of GMOU/OMOU, acquaint 
them with the objectives and 
implementation process of the 
GMOU/OMOU, enhance their 
understanding the roles and responsibilities 
of the stakeholders in the GMOU/OMOU 
process and share capacity building 

programmes for RDCs, CCDCs and other 
stakeholders of the GMOU/OMOU. 
 
Methodology for the trainings included: 
Plenary, presentations, group work and 
panel discussions which focused on: History 
of CNL’s Community Engagement process, 
review of the GMOU/OMOU document-
commitments of RDC, CNL and State 
Government, GMOU/OMOU committees 
and their roles, and understanding the 
CEMB/CMB and the way it works. Others 

were roles of the RDC/CCDC in the 
GMOU/OMOU, structure of the 
RDF/ILUCOMMA and duties of the 
RDF/ILUCOMMA Executive councils, roles 
of different stakeholder groups. Also 
included were GMOU/OMOU financing, 
finance and administration in the RDF, 
ethical issues in RDF management, the 
PRC operations and roles of member-
organisation rep, conception and 
implementation of community projects, role 
of RDF/ILUCOMMA in effective 
communication to relevant stakeholders as 
well as the role of PPCD in the 
GMOU/OMOU.  
 

  

Twenty-Four members of Regional 
Development Committees (RDCs) and 
Costal Community Development 
Committees (CCDCs) were trained in radio 

presentation and Social media at a two-day 
training organised by Participatory 
Partnerships for Community Development 
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RDCs, CCDCs Capacities built on Radio Presentation and Social Media 
 

     

     

     

PPCD Organizes On-Boarding for KEFFES RDF New Members 

Mr. Tony Emegere PGPA Superintendent delivering PGPA 
GM’s message to ILUCOMMA new members during the 
onboarding 
 

 
Group picture of CNL, KEFFES RDF members PPCD, 
NNF and LITE Africa at the Training 
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(PPCD) on March 16 and 17, 2017 at PPCD 
Office, Effurun-Warri, Delta State.  
The training is a foundation for the new 
strategy on dissemination of information to 
community members about the GMoU 
process through radio. It was conceived 
with the following objectives: Creation of 
awareness on the importance of radio 
broadcasting to community development, 
use of radio to disseminate information on 
GMoU to the community members, building 
capacity on planning and presentation of 
radio programmes, increasing 
understanding of radio presentation 
techniques and how social media can be 
used to disseminate information. 
 The facilitators include representatives of: 
Chevron Nigeria Limited (CNL), PPCD, 
Partnership Initiative in the Niger Delta 

(PIND) and New Nigeria Foundation (NNF). 
Also present were: Leadership Initiative for 
Transformation and Empowerment (LITE-
Africa), Morgan Smart Development 
Foundation (MSDF) and Accord for 
Community Development (Accord). 

Participatory Partnerships for Community 

Development (PPCD) in collaboration with 

The Foundation for Partnership Initiative in 

the Niger Delta (PIND) and Bayelsa State 

Government organised a one day activity 

with the theme “Women be Bold for change 

in Leadership and in Peace Building” in 

commemoration of the global International 

Women’s Day celebration on March 29, 

2017, at Honni Hills Hotel and Resort 

Centre, Tombia, Yenagoa, Bayelsa State. 

The event which was a channel to 

encourage   women to be bold and 

courageous in taking up leadership roles, 

also created opportunities to network, share 

ideas and information on how to take 

actions in conflicts resolution /peace 

building.  

The program featured paper presentations 

on “Women be bold for change in 

community Leadership and “Women be bold 

for change in peace building” respectively 

by guest speakers, HRM. Princess Adesola 

Oladiran-Ebiseni, Regent of the throne of 

Kalasuwe Apoi, Ese-Odo, LGA, Ondo State 

and Ms. Hilda Dokubo, an actress and 

peace activist. They both urged women to 

step up with boldness and utilize every 

opportunity to network and expand their 

horizons. Another feature of the programme 

was a panel discussion on ‘Women and 

Community Leadership’ in which Mrs. 

Marian Ebike Anomughanran, a member of 

Peace Building Committee of EGCDF 

participated brilliantly.    

Other highlights of the events include: 
Goodwill messages by the Bayelsa State 

PPCD Collaborates with PIND to Celebrate International Women’s Day  

 

          

 
Group photograph of participants at the training held in 
PPCD office, Effurun, Warri, Delta State 
 

                
Pictures of participants at the programme held at Honni Hills Hotel and Resort, Tombia, Yenagoa, Bayelsa State  
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Government representative, Hon. Mrs. Ebizi 
Ndiomu Brown, Deputy Chief of Staff, 
Bayelsa State Government, Director of 
Women Affairs, Mrs. A. Salvanna, a 
member of Bayelsa State House of 

Assembly, Hon. Ebiwor Koko, Sylvester 
Okoh, Field Projects Manager PIND 
Foundation, Busola Babalola, PPCD 
Programme Manager (Communication and 
Advocacy) and other special guests. 

 

 
 

 

The Foundation for Partnership Initiatives in 
the Niger Delta (PIND) hosted a 
Governance session at the 2017 Social 
Media Week at Landmark event center, 
Victoria Island, Lagos on March 2, 2017. 
The session focused on improving 
communication between the government 
and citizens of the oil-producing region to 
drive development in the axis.  

The session titled 'Government and the 
Citizens: Communicating the 21st 
century way in the Niger Delta' had in 
attendance the Managing Director of Niger 
Delta Development Corporation (NDDC), 
Mr. Nsima Ekere, represented by the 
commission’s Technical Adviser on 
Partnerships and Development, Mr. John 
Akpan, Special Adviser on Communications 
to Abia State Governor, Sam Hart, Program 
Director of the Stakeholders Democracy 
Network (SDN), Florence Kayemba, Chief 
Executive Officer of NETOPPS, Fibiresima 
Bereni, and Chime Asonye, Special 

Assistant on Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs) to the Governor of Abia 
State.   
The session discussed topical issues 
from open budgets to tracking progress on 
infrastructural projects across the region to 
supporting inclusive economic growth by 
encouraging technology hubs and activities. 
It was a very successful event which 
brought together stakeholders interested in 
good governance, technology, issues 
affecting the Niger Delta, and potential 
investors.

My Perspectives on the GMoU 
 
GMOU should further enhance Community Members’ Capacity -----HRM Moses

Question: Can you introduce yourself and your role (s) in the GMoU 
process? 
 Answer: My name is Moses Taidigi Theophilus, Kenibara VII of Moko-Ama 

community in Sangana community, a member of KEFFES Rural Development 

Foundation (KRDF) and currently a member of the RDF’s Community 

Engagement Management Board (CEMB). I became a member of KRDF in 

2008 and when the RDF was reconstituted, I was Chairman, Security and 

Employment committee from 2009-2012 and General Secretary from 2012– 

2016. 

Question: Can you assess the GMoU process and tell us how it has impacted your   RDC and its 
communities? 

Answer:  The GMOU process was introduced by Chevron Nigeria Limited (CNL) and the State 
Government in 2005 and a tripartite agreement was signed, since then it has been renegotiation and 

renewal of the agreement. The GMOU has brought some understanding within the community.   Again, it 
has impacted positively to the best of my knowledge, because it has brought about infrastructural and 

non-infrastructural developments compared to the past periods   when we have abandoned projects but 
because the process is driven by community, they ensure that every project(s) executed are completed. 

PIND Hosts Governance Panel at Social Media Week 
 

 

 
HRM  Moses Theophilus 
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The GMOU process has enhanced the award of scholarship, every year the RDF have nothing less than 
40 students in the Universities which is a remarkable achievement. What the GMOU has 

not addressed is capacity building of community members in terms of empowerment etc. 
 
Question: How do you think that the community projects should be sustained? 
Answer:  Community projects can be sustained through ‘sustainability plan’ which should be ensured by 

the Project Review Committee (PRC) before the scoping of any project(s).  Sustainability could be in two 

ways, either the project is handed over directly to the community or the RDC continues to maintain the 

project. Lack of sustainability plan could lead to dilapidation or improper use of project and so, it is very 

important that the PRC must ensure that sustainability plan is embedded in the project profile and it is in 

accordance with specification project. 

Question: What new areas of development would you want your RDC and even the GMoU to focus 
on in the future? 
Answer:  Due to the topography and vulnerability of the KEFFES environment, developing infrastructural 

project is quite expensive and what the RDF is receiving is insufficient. Since communities are expanding, 

there should be an extension of electricity.  The RDF should consider security to enable members access 

their communities easily without attack from pirates. But specifically, the new projects I would like the 

RDF to undertake is water project and electricity extension to new areas.  

Question:  How would you assess your RDC projects implementation strategy in the light of the 
new GMoU focus on human development and livelihood?  
Answer:  From the sustainable development plan carried out, we discovered that the RDF do not have 
the money needed to implement the GMOU Plus; so, the RDF have decided to source for funds through 
the platform of Resource Mobilisation and Advocacy Committee to be able to finance the GMOU Plus. 
 
Question: How is your RDC faring in soliciting and securing third party and sponsorship support? 
Answer:  The RDF has been receiving technical support from the Government.  The RDF also received 
support from Local Empowerment and Environmental Management Project (LEEMP) for the execution of 
jetty project at Foropa and from PIND for the implementation of the Chorkor Oven project in Fishtown.  
 
The Foundation is also in partnership process with South Africa’s CommuniTgrow.  For now, the 
feasibility and viability study had been completed and the report concluded but the RDF requires 
government input and very soon we know government will respond. 
 
Question: What are the major problems confronting your RDC? 
Answer:  The only problem is funding  
 
Question: What is the future of the GMoU and what should key stakeholders do to ensure 
sustainability of the process? 
Answer: For KRDF, we are looking beyond the GMOU so that when CNL stops funding the RDCs, KRDF 
through its mechanisms can   fund itself to sustain the transparent structure that have been set up. 
 
Question: PPCD and NGOs have conducted some activities in your RDC. What do you want 
included in their programmes and what other ways can PPCD and other NGOs support your RDC? 
Answer:  PPCD is giving a lot support in the aspect of capacity building which is of course second to 
none for now.  The last KEFFES RDF’s On-boarding organized by PPCD was first of its kind that had 
never been done which is an improvement.  For the committees’ on-boarding training, I think it should 
include other committees such as CEMB, Scholarship committee, Employment committee etc. 
 
 
 
 
 Our C 

      Our Contact: 

 

Participatory Partnerships for Community Development 
38, Johnson Duku Crescent, Opp. Christ Apostolic Church (CAC) 
Effurun GRA, Warri, Delta State.  
Tel. No: +234 (81) 22015662; +234 (70) 86677032 
E-mail: info@ppcdng.org; ppcdng@gmail.com  
Website: www.ppcdng.org  
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